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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which protocols use encryption to protect the confidentiality
of data transmitted between two parties?
(Choose two.)
A. Telnet
B. FTP
C. AAA
D. HTTPS
E. SSH
F. HTTP
Answer: D,E
Explanation:
+ Secure Shell (SSH) provides the same functionality as Telnet,
in that it gives you a CLI to a router or switch; unlike
Telnet, however, SSH encrypts all the packets that are used in
the session.
+ For graphical user interface (GUI) management tools such as
CCP, use HTTPS rather than HTTP because, like SSH, it encrypts
the session, which provides confidentiality for the packets in
that session.
Source:
Cisco Official Certification Guide, Encrypted Management
Protocols, p.287
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NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator is troubleshooting a performance problem with
a virtual machine (VM). The VM and ESXi host configuration is
as follows:
The application which runs within the virtual machine is highly
sensitive to memory latency, but has low
processor utilization.
The virtual machine has 6 vCPUs.
The ESXi host CPU topology has 2 Physical CPU Sockets, each
with 8 Logical CPUs.
The ESXi host CPU has Hyper Threading enabled.
The administrator would like to improve CPU performance for
this VM. Other VMs on the host have no performance issues.
Which action should the administrator take to resolve the
issue?
A. Set the Advanced Parameter numa.vcpu.preferHT = FALSE in the
virtual machine configuration file.
B. Set the Advanced Parameter numa.PreferHT = 1 in the ESXi
host configuration file.
C. Set the Advanced Parameter numa.vcpu.preferHT = TRUE in the
virtual machine configuration file.
D. Set the Advanced Parameter numa.PreferHT = 0 in the ESXi
host configuration file.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Reference:
https://books.google.co.in/books?id=GnVvAwAAQBAJ&amp;pg=PA78&am
p;lpg=PA78&amp;dq=Advanced+Parameter
+numa.vcpu.preferHT&amp;source=bl&amp;ots=o9dp9BqWj&amp;sig=XT1BXwxJ6qeTg__zHfO8uLnZNTo&amp;hl=en&amp;sa=
X&amp;ved=0ahUKEwjUyeejcrNAhWGqY8KHQCKBzwQ6AEIVjAH#v=onepage&amp;q&amp;f=false
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